Chernomorchenko Stanislav
Age: 22 years old
Cell phone : +38 093 024 21 06, +38 097 97 966 19
E-mail: aroksetx@gmail.com
Skype: aroksetx
Web sait: aroksetx.com

Brief profile
Education:
In the period of 2008-2011 I have studied at Dneprodzerzhinsk College of Economics, obtained “Associate Degree”
major in “Design, manufacturing and technical maintenance of electronic instrumentation”.
In 2011-2013 continued the education at Dneprodzerzhinsk State Technical University, obtained Bachelor’s Degree,
major in “Electronic systems”.
In 2012-2014 were enrolled on the daytime education at the «STEP» Academy, Dnepropetrovsk, majoring at
“Software development”.

Additional education:
2007-2008 - English course “Exclusive”, Dneprodzerzhinsk.

Work experience:
Since 2008 has started freelancer job at the field of web sites, web applications development. I continue doing this
work now.
2012-2013 - Front-end development for Visual Effects Company Gloria FX Company.

Languages:
Russian, Ukrainian, English – intermediate; German – elementary

Skills:
Experienced user: graphic editors (Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator), 3D editors (3d Max, Maya, Cinema 4d, ZBrush, Microsoft Visual Studio, PHP Designer, Linux mint, Ubuntu, Windows Server 2008, Unity3D.
Databases: MySQL, MsSQL, NoSQL, MongoDB
Programming languages and frameworks: HTML, Haml, Jade, CSS, JavaScript(middle), Bootstrap, Less, JS,
Jquery, NodeJs(Junior), Backbone.Js(Junior), AngularJs(Junior), C++(Junior), C#(middle), PHP, Yii, Asp.NET(Junior),
WCF, WPF, Java(Junior), Java Android(Junior), PhoneGap, Intel XDK, Xamarin.
Besides this, I have working experience as working in the already established work team as in the personal team
selection for the specific work completion.

Achivements:
2013 – First place at Dnepropetrovsk IT championship “Golden Byte” in the category “Project Master” and “Windows
Jazz”.
2013 – First place at HACKATHON, conducted by «Wix» company, Israel, Dnepropetrovsk.
2014 – Second place at Dnepropetrovsk region IT championship “Golden Byte” in the category “Sturtup Challenge”.

Personal qualities:
Social skills, ability to handle stress, creativity, responsibility, self-actualization, development and improvement of
professional skills.

Hobbies and interests:
Fiction, pets, sports, art, electronics, writing poems.

Certificates:









Certificate: Cisco “IT Essentials: PC Hardware and Software”.
Certificate: “Microsoſt 6369 Implementing and Maintaining Microsoſt SQL Server 2008”.
Certificate: “Microsoſt 6370 Microsoſt SQL Server 2008 R2 Database Development”.
Certificate “Microsoſt 10153 Planning, Creating, and Optimizing Indexes in Microsoſt SQL Server 2008”.
Certificate: “Microsoſt 10154 Backing Up and Restoring Databases in Microsoſt SQL Server 2008”.
Certificate: “Microsoſt 10155 Managing Security in Microsoſt SQL Server 2008”.
Certificate: “Microsoſt 10156 Automating Administrative Tasks in Microsoſt SQL Server 2008”.
Certificate: “Microsoſt 10157 Monitoring and Controlling Resources in Microsoſt SQL Server 2008”.

Some works








http://man.cuts.com.ua/ (Front-end)
http://polovoy.ru/ (Front-end, Back-end)
http://mobihouse.dp.ua/ (Front-end, Back-end)
http://fikio.ru/ (Front-end)
http://aroksetx.com/ (Front-end, Back-end)
http://prew.aroksetx.com/st_37/ (Front-end)
http://www.ohranatrud.ru/ (Front-end, Back-end)

Detailed information
I have started to develop my interest in the field of IT and engineering in childhood. Having a very
good library at home, I have been reading and looking through books on electronics and on
programming languages such as Assembler, Fortran and С. Besides this there was literature on
3D graphics, in particular on 3Dmax, I do not remember the version thought. But, frankly speaking,
it was not much helpful to me at the time because at that time I was using the computer for
entertainment. The main period that I could define as my startup point is the beginning of my
course study at College in 2007. In the period of 2007-2011 I have stardied at «Dneprodzerzhinsk
College of Economics », obtained “Associates Degree” major at “Design, manufacturing and
technical maintenance of electronic instrumentation”. Studied on the contract basis because I had
submitted my documents later than it had been required. I was informed, that study on this course
is only on the contract basis. On any other course of study, I could be enrolled free. Without
thinking twice, I have agreed to pay for my education and has never regretted ever since. At that
time I got my internet access at home and had people around me that have been in the same field
of interest. And that was the time when I have started to receive the information from the global
web. I have started from the very beginning – pagination, and then I have started to learn
integration of pagination on СMS, at that time it was DLE, I do not know why, but there I could see
it all.
During the study at College, I have started freelancer work. I would not say that I did it regularly.
Namely here and there, for the people I knew or to try myself out over again. I have been very
lucky with the Head of the department at College, he was very supportive of the students and their
try outs. When our institute had to prepare its web site, I came up to him and offered my services.
And that was not only my first major work, but also the first valid exam to check up on my
knowledge and skills. My diploma project was to develop interface RS 485 with the setup and
debugging software of «smart clock» for College. Besides that I have developed the program with
console interface on С++, with the use of which you can set necessary clock data and also to
conduct its test. College education gave me a very good engineering base, software engineering
base on assembler, С, С++. Before my certification, I have been lucky to get my training at
«Alawar» company, as a developmental engineer. It was difficult to combine certification at
College with the training, besides mentioning my freelancer work. I had to make my choice, either
work at the company or to complete my education and graduate. I have chosen the latter.
After my graduation from College I continued with my studies with the course at
«Dneprodzerzhinsk State Technical University» and got my Bachelor’s Degree majoring at
“Electronic systems”. I finished my off campus training in the middle of 2013 . At the time of
graduation from College and start of my course at the University I dived into web development and
got registered at the market of remote work Free- lance.ru, now it is fl.ru. That is how I started to
improve my web development level and made money. In 2012 I got enrolled into the “Computer
Academy Step”, Dnepropetrovsk, on the full time study basis and I study there at the present time.

I went to the «CA Step» to systemize my gained knowledge, to get qualified advice and, also to
gain new knowledge and skills. On the second month of my studies I got offered a job as a Frontend developer in a small company in Dnepropetrovsk where I have worked for 4 months. I left the
company because of its lack of joint goal oriented management. In September 2012 I started to
work in Gloria FX company, Dnepropetrovsk. The main area of company’s operation was the
development of visual effects and postproduction. It is difficult for me to classify my position at the
company. I was working on company’s web site support and development, and developed and
supported a number of web sites and applications of the connecting companies. Because I was
working there part time and it was suitable for me I stayed with the company until May 2013.
During my first year of studies at the «CA Step» I got together a team of fellow students consisting
of 3 people to prepare the project for the competition “Golden byte 2012”. The name of the project
was GCoreQ, it was a «smart system of unification and data protection by means of biometrical
face casting». The project was implemented on С# language with the use of AZURE as a
processing power and databank. Besides WCF service was implemented, with the help of which it
was planned to develop mobile applications. We won the first place with this project in
Dnepropetrovsk region and went in to the finals that took place in Kiev. But unfortunately lack of
presentation experience took the place. I watched over this presentation video from time to time. I
did it do get more complete idea and understanding of presentation sharpness, and in practice to
get the sharpness of end product selling at the same time as to an individual customer as to the
big audience of potential customers. Yes, it was an awful presentation, but I received invaluable
experience, which I use. In 2013 I saw an advertisement that in Dnepropetrovsk Hackathone will
take place, organized by “Wix” company, Israel. This event got me interested of its possibility to
meet interesting people, try myself out, get the experience of participation at such events and also
to get first place reward in the amount of 2000$. After analyzing of existing applications, their
platform, I found out what to offer. The name of the project was “Sguard”, its full name was “Social
Guard”. Basically it was not a difficult application, but task oriented, it made the user to publish
news from the site or any other information on user’s social network pages, after that the user
could get an access to the required information. I know, the idea was not new and the options of
its implementation were already available and the conditions of the competition did not require any
innovation. The task was to develop application, which will be useful as to the web site owner as
to the WIX company. I got the team together on my own; it consisted of two people, designer and
developer. The main time consumption was on documentation study and working peculiarities of
their platform. At the specified period, the project was ready. During project presentation and
justification, I took into the regard the mistakes made at the finals on “Golden byte 2012” in Kiev.
And, as the result – we won the first place. Later I was invited to take part in the project
9UP::young, I would not write much about that, the report on that is Link or here is the Link.
To take part in the competition “Golden byte 2013” I got together the team of 3 people. There were
all the young people that love their work and want to achieve their goals. The project we
presented this time was called “Sacom” (Save Animal Community). Secom – is a platform to
search for the stray animals by using location based net. The main goal of the project is to search
for and safe stray animals, to get them to the animal shelters and to inform the animal agencies.
The project won the second place in Dnepropetrovsk region. At the present time, the project is
temporarily on the stand by. As that, «Client» application is ready for the Android devices. During
this project development I got familiar on the basic level with applications writing for Android on
Java, as well as MVC JavaScript, frameworks. At the present time, I and the team of likeminded
people are preparing several startups. One of them is gadget that we plan to release on
kickstarter, and also two mobile applications and a game. With one of the applications, we are

planning to take part at Polish-Ukrainian hackathon. Позже, меня пригласили для участия в
проекте 9UP::young, много писать не буду, отчет о том дне Ссылка или вот тут Ссылка.

